
CLASSROOM PROGRAM-2025
(Build a solid foundation and enhance analytical skills to

excel in Sociology Optional for CSE Mains 2025.)



ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Choosing Sociology as an optional subject for UPSC offers deep insights into societal structures which are crucial for governance and 

policy-making. It aligns well with general studies, enhancing understanding and answer quality across papers, and is known for its 

 offers comprehensive syllabus coverage fostering deep understanding VisionIAS Sociology Optional Classroom Program 2025

through interactive sessions with faculty. Students benefit from detailed study materials designed to enhance conceptual clarity and 

exam preparedness in the UPSC Sociology exam.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROGRAMME

Comprehensive coverage of the
entire Sociology syllabus

Highly experienced and
renowned faculty

Structured and interactive
learning approach

Includes  All India Test Series
for the Sociology optional 

Access to smart
study material

Personalized one-to-one
sessions with mentors

Intensive answer writing
practice with regular

evaluation and feedback

PROGRAM OUTCOMES

Development of

Sociological Imagination:

View societal issues from

multiple sociological

perspectives for deeper analysis.

Confidence in Handling Diverse

Topics: Build

confidence to address a

wide range of questions

in both Paper 1 and Paper 2.

Mastery of Core Sociological

Concepts: Gain a strong

understanding of key

sociological theories and

their practical application.

Improved Analytical and Critical

Thinking: Critically

evaluate social issues and

connect different topics

effectively.

Enhanced Answer

Writing Skills: Improve answer

quality and structure using

relevant theories, thinkers,

and current events.

Interdisciplinary Integration
of Concepts & Current Affairs:

Enrich sociology answers
with integrated knowledge

from general 
studies and current affairs.

high scoring potential due to its structured syllabus and interlinking concepts.

PROGRAM DETAILS
Date Duration Medium Fee (Inclusive of all taxes)

English Rs. 55000 
100 Classes (5-6 Months) English

Rs. 45000 
July 16

Mode

Offline 

Online 

Concession Details   

VisionIAS Student:- 15%  VisionIAS Classroom Student:- 30%  



PROGRAM FEATURES

COMPREHENSIVE SYLLABUS COVERAGE:

Covering both static and dynamic parts systematically, ensuring a solid foundation in key sociological concepts.

Developing understanding for the mains exam through a structured approach.

Enhancing analytical skills through cross-linkages across the syllabus and integrating current affairs    .

Deconstructing syllabus through PYQs (Previous Year Questions) to understand exam patterns and important themes    .

Covering both static and dynamic parts systematically, ensuring a solid foundation in key sociological concepts.

Analyzing the evolving demand of Sociology Mains papers and adopting strategies to meet these demands.

Need-based interventions to improve answer writing skills, focusing on clarity and precision.

Utilizing All India Sociology Optional Test Series to develop answer writing and time management skills       in exam- like 
conditions.

Gaining insights from topper's answer writing approaches, incorporating sociological keywords and thinkers to enrich 
answers        .

Intensive answer writing practice (daily & weekly) and discussion sessions to enhance writing efficiency and
effectiveness    .

DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED ANSWER WRITING SKILLS:

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK:

Performance and progress tracking through regular mentoring sessions, with detailed one-to-one feedback.

Paper-specific interventions for both Paper 1 and Paper 2 to maximize performance.

Special focus on improving the structuring of answers and maintaining continuity  .

Regular one-to-one mentoring sessions to resolve student queries and provide personalized guidance.

Providing motivation and psychological support to maintain focus and confidence throughout the preparation journey.

Multi-platform support (telephonic, email, and in-person) to ensure continuous assistance.

DEDICATED MENTORING SUPPORT AND MOTIVATION:

NOTES

Our classrooms are located near Karol Bagh and Old Rajender Nagar. Classes may be shifted as required.

English optional classes will be conducted in Karol Bagh classroom centers only.

Students can watch LIVE video classes on our ONLINE PLATFORM from home. Queries can be asked during the class 
through LIVE Chat Option.

Different batches with the same timings may be merged as needed.

Classes will be scheduled four to five times per week; however, the exact number may vary based on the pace of course 
completion.

Classroom attendance may be restricted for irregular or non-disciplinary activities.

Post-processed videos are uploaded within 24-48 hours of the live class.

Videos can be viewed any number of times till the Mains 2026 exam.

No parking facility is provided. Classrooms must be vacated immediately after the class gets over.
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